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AbstractAbstract
Testing of a sub-scale scramjet research engine model was carried out in the March 6 RamjetTesting of a sub-scale scramjet research engine model was carried out in the March 6 Ramjet

Engine Test Facility of the National Aerospace Laboratory, Kakuda Research Center. By attaching aEngine Test Facility of the National Aerospace Laboratory, Kakuda Research Center. By attaching a
short strut on the top wall, intensive combustion with high combustion efficiency was attained, andshort strut on the top wall, intensive combustion with high combustion efficiency was attained, and

the engine-produced thrust canceled the drag. The flame was held in the low-velocity region aroundthe engine-produced thrust canceled the drag. The flame was held in the low-velocity region around
the step, even after the ignitors had been turned off. When the fuel flow rate was small, there was athe step, even after the ignitors had been turned off. When the fuel flow rate was small, there was a

different combustion mode with weak combustion and little thrust. Tangential injection of fuel inten-different combustion mode with weak combustion and little thrust. Tangential injection of fuel inten-
sive combution.sive combution.

K e y w o r dK e y w o r d  : scramjet, supersonic combustion, supersonic flow : scramjet, supersonic combustion, supersonic flow

概　　　要概　　　要

　角田宇宙推進技術センターにおいてラムジェットエンジン試験設備の飛行マッハ数６条件下で，　角田宇宙推進技術センターにおいてラムジェットエンジン試験設備の飛行マッハ数６条件下で，スクラスクラ

ムジェットサブスケールエンジンの試験を行った。ムジェットサブスケールエンジンの試験を行った。天板に短ストラットを取り付けることにより，天板に短ストラットを取り付けることにより，良好な良好な

燃焼状態および高い燃焼効率が達成され，燃焼状態および高い燃焼効率が達成され，燃焼により発生した推力は流入気流による抗力に匹敵した。燃焼により発生した推力は流入気流による抗力に匹敵した。良良

好な燃焼が達成された後は，好な燃焼が達成された後は，着火着火・・保炎用のプラズマジェットを切った後も燃焼が持続した。保炎用のプラズマジェットを切った後も燃焼が持続した。燃料流量が燃料流量が

少ない場合には別の燃焼モードが現れ，少ない場合には別の燃焼モードが現れ，燃料は僅かに燃焼したに過ぎなかった。燃料は僅かに燃焼したに過ぎなかった。ステップからの燃料の平ステップからの燃料の平

行噴射は良好な燃焼状態を阻害した。行噴射は良好な燃焼状態を阻害した。

1. Introduction1. Introduction
Study of an aerospace plane is being carried out toStudy of an aerospace plane is being carried out to

create a new transportation system to low earth orbit.create a new transportation system to low earth orbit.

One of the engines that will be used in the aerospaceOne of the engines that will be used in the aerospace
plane, the scramjet, is being studied at the Nationalplane, the scramjet, is being studied at the National

Aerospace Laboratory, Kakuda Research Center (NAL,Aerospace Laboratory, Kakuda Research Center (NAL,
KRC), and a sub-scale scramjet research engine modelKRC), and a sub-scale scramjet research engine model

has been tested under Mach has been tested under Mach ４４ and Mach  and Mach ６６ flight flight
conditions in the Ramjet Engine Test Facility (RJTF)conditions in the Ramjet Engine Test Facility (RJTF)

at the centerat the center1,2)1,2)..
In a previous test under Mach 6 flight condition,In a previous test under Mach 6 flight condition,

the engine did not produce thrust. To enhance com-the engine did not produce thrust. To enhance com-
bustion, a short strut was attached to the top wall ofbustion, a short strut was attached to the top wall of

the engine. This modification was expected to increasethe engine. This modification was expected to increase
the pressure, decelerate the air, enhance the mixing,the pressure, decelerate the air, enhance the mixing,

and create a re-circulation region near the ignitors andand create a re-circulation region near the ignitors and
the backward-facing step for flame holding. The re-the backward-facing step for flame holding. The re-

sults of the testing with the short strut are herein pre-sults of the testing with the short strut are herein pre-

sented.sented.

2. Experimental Apparatus and Methods2. Experimental Apparatus and Methods
2.1  Test facil ity2.1  Test facil ity

The test conditions in the RJTF are shown inThe test conditions in the RJTF are shown in
Table 1. They correspond to the flight conditions ofTable 1. They correspond to the flight conditions of

Mach 6 with a flight dynamic pressure of 64 kPa. Com-Mach 6 with a flight dynamic pressure of 64 kPa. Com-
pressed air was heated by a ceramic storage heater.pressed air was heated by a ceramic storage heater.

The supersonic nozzle had exit dimensions of 51 cmThe supersonic nozzle had exit dimensions of 51 cm
by 51 cm. The boundary layer thickness was 58 mm,by 51 cm. The boundary layer thickness was 58 mm,

and the displacement thickness was 20 mm at the en-and the displacement thickness was 20 mm at the en-
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gine entrance according to pitot pressure measure-gine entrance according to pitot pressure measure-
mentment3)3)..

2.2  Engine model2.2  Engine model
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the engineFigure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the engine

model. In the present testing, the engine had a shortmodel. In the present testing, the engine had a short

strut on the top wall. Its height was 50 mm, one-fifthstrut on the top wall. Its height was 50 mm, one-fifth
that of the engine model. The engine had a side wallthat of the engine model. The engine had a side wall

compression-type inlet, and the contraction ratio wascompression-type inlet, and the contraction ratio was
three. There was a duct with a constant cross sectionthree. There was a duct with a constant cross section

area between the inlet and the combustor, which actedarea between the inlet and the combustor, which acted
as an isolator. The model had two plasma ignitorsas an isolator. The model had two plasma ignitors4)4)，，

each with 2.5 kW power. It employed oxygen as itseach with 2.5 kW power. It employed oxygen as its
working gas. There was no fuel injection from theworking gas. There was no fuel injection from the

strut. There was a backward-facing step between thestrut. There was a backward-facing step between the
isolator and the combustor for both flame holding andisolator and the combustor for both flame holding and

isolation of pressure increase in the combustor. Itsisolation of pressure increase in the combustor. Its
height, h, was 4 mm on the side walls, and 2 mm onheight, h, was 4 mm on the side walls, and 2 mm on

the top wall.the top wall.
The fuel, hydrogen, was injected normal to theThe fuel, hydrogen, was injected normal to the

side walls through 24 holes, or tangentially to the sideside walls through 24 holes, or tangentially to the side
walls through 24 holes on the steps. Their throat di-walls through 24 holes on the steps. Their throat di-

ameter was 1.5 mm. The total temperature of the fuelameter was 1.5 mm. The total temperature of the fuel
was approximately 280 K, and the total pressure of thewas approximately 280 K, and the total pressure of the

fuel varied from 3.6 to 6.3 MPa, according to the fuelfuel varied from 3.6 to 6.3 MPa, according to the fuel
flow rate. The pilot fuel was supplied through 6 holesflow rate. The pilot fuel was supplied through 6 holes

on the top wall and 94 holes on the side walls, the di-on the top wall and 94 holes on the side walls, the di-
ameter of each being 0.5 mm. Fuel flow rates wereameter of each being 0.5 mm. Fuel flow rates were

measured by metering orifices. The difference of themeasured by metering orifices. The difference of the
fuel flow rates from the normal injection holes down-fuel flow rates from the normal injection holes down-

stream of the step was estimated about stream of the step was estimated about ２％２％. The dif-. The dif-

ference was due to the dynamic pressure distributionference was due to the dynamic pressure distribution
in the manifold.in the manifold.

The engine was not cooled. Its walls consisted ofThe engine was not cooled. Its walls consisted of
tough pitch copper, and the leading edges of the sidetough pitch copper, and the leading edges of the side

wall, the top wall, and the cowl were made of nickel.wall, the top wall, and the cowl were made of nickel.
The inner surface of the top wall of the model coin-The inner surface of the top wall of the model coin-

cided with that of the Mach 5.3 nozzle to ingest thecided with that of the Mach 5.3 nozzle to ingest the
boundary layer. The boundary layer occupied one-fifthboundary layer. The boundary layer occupied one-fifth

of the engine height at the entrance of the engine. Itof the engine height at the entrance of the engine. It
simulated the entrance conditions of the engine of thesimulated the entrance conditions of the engine of the

aerospace plane.aerospace plane.

2.3  Measurements2.3  Measurements
Wall pressure and wall temperature at 1 mm fromWall pressure and wall temperature at 1 mm from

the inner surface of the model were measured. In thethe inner surface of the model were measured. In the
present paper, the wall  pressure, present paper, the wall  pressure, PPww ,  is non- ,  is non-

dimensionalized with the total pressure, dimensionalized with the total pressure, POPO, in the, in the
reservoir of the wind tunnel of the RJTF. In the follow-reservoir of the wind tunnel of the RJTF. In the follow-

ing figures, the pressure of the top wall was measureding figures, the pressure of the top wall was measured
along the center line of the channel. The measurementalong the center line of the channel. The measurement

error of non-dimensionalized wall pressure was error of non-dimensionalized wall pressure was ±±

0.0001 in the inlet, in the divergent part of the com-0.0001 in the inlet, in the divergent part of the com-

bustor (D.C.), and in the nozzle, while it was bustor (D.C.), and in the nozzle, while it was ±±0.00050.0005
in the isolator (Is.) and in the constant duct part of thein the isolator (Is.) and in the constant duct part of the

combustor (C.C.).combustor (C.C.).
Heat flux, Heat flux, qq , was estimated from the rate of wall , was estimated from the rate of wall

temperature change measured by thermo-couples.temperature change measured by thermo-couples.
The Fourier number was about 0.5 in the present test-The Fourier number was about 0.5 in the present test-

ing, so the heat flux was expressed as followsing, so the heat flux was expressed as follows5,6)5,6) : :

        qq＝＝ρρcc ((dTdT／／dtdt)                                          (1))                                          (1)
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Here, Here, ρρ, , cc ,  ,  ,  , TT , and  , and tt denote density, specific denote density, specific
heat, thickness of the wall, temperature, and time, re-heat, thickness of the wall, temperature, and time, re-

spectively. The error of heat flux was spectively. The error of heat flux was ±± 2.52.5％％ in the in the
present testing.present testing.

Thrust, lift, and pitching moment were measuredThrust, lift, and pitching moment were measured
by a floating frame force measurement system (FMS).by a floating frame force measurement system (FMS).

The error of forces was The error of forces was ±±50 N. The center of pitch-50 N. The center of pitch-
ing moment was set at ing moment was set at xx ＝＝ 741.43 mm and 741.43 mm and yy ＝＝ 135.8135.8

mm as shown in Fig. 1. Here, the mm as shown in Fig. 1. Here, the xx coordinate is the coordinate is the
distance from the origin as shown in Fig. 1, and the distance from the origin as shown in Fig. 1, and the yy

coordinate is the distance from the top wall. The coordinate is the distance from the top wall. The x1x1

coordinate is the distance from the leading edge ofcoordinate is the distance from the leading edge of

the side wall. The top wall was at the side wall. The top wall was at yy ＝＝ 0 mm and the0 mm and the
cowl surface was at cowl surface was at yy＝＝250 mm.250 mm.

2.4  Fuel supply conditions2.4  Fuel supply conditions
Nine tests from Nine tests from ＃＃12 to 12 to ＃＃20 were conducted in20 were conducted in

the present series. The fuel flow rates of the tests arethe present series. The fuel flow rates of the tests are

listed in Table 2. The timing for opening of each fuellisted in Table 2. The timing for opening of each fuel
supply valve was different, so there were several kindssupply valve was different, so there were several kinds

of fuel supply conditions in every test. The differencesof fuel supply conditions in every test. The differences
of combination of fuel flow rates in each test are rep-of combination of fuel flow rates in each test are rep-

resented by letters, and each test condition is ex-resented by letters, and each test condition is ex-
pressed by the test number and a letter, e.g., pressed by the test number and a letter, e.g., ＃＃16d,16d,
＃＃ 19e, 19e, ＃＃ 18d, etc. The operating condition with air18d, etc. The operating condition with air
flow only, i.e., with no fuel injection, is termed the ref-flow only, i.e., with no fuel injection, is termed the ref-

erence condition. When there was fuel injection, theerence condition. When there was fuel injection, the
plasma ignitors were usually turned on.plasma ignitors were usually turned on.

3. One-Dimensional Calculation3. One-Dimensional Calculation
Neither the pitot pressure measurement nor theNeither the pitot pressure measurement nor the

gas sampling were carried out in the engine or down-gas sampling were carried out in the engine or down-

stream of the engine in the present testing. Therefore,stream of the engine in the present testing. Therefore,
a one-dimensional flow calculation model was con-a one-dimensional flow calculation model was con-

structed to investigate the test results and estimatestructed to investigate the test results and estimate
the model engine performances, e.g., the Mach num-the model engine performances, e.g., the Mach num-

bers in the engine model, the kinetic energy efficiencybers in the engine model, the kinetic energy efficiency
of the inlet, and the combustion efficiency. The as-of the inlet, and the combustion efficiency. The as-

sumptions and calculation conditions were as follows.sumptions and calculation conditions were as follows.
(1) In the engine model of the one-dimensional(1) In the engine model of the one-dimensional

calculation, the effect of the swept angle was ignored,calculation, the effect of the swept angle was ignored,
and the distance from the leading edge, and the distance from the leading edge, x1x1, was used, was used

when the calculated results were compared with thewhen the calculated results were compared with the
experimental data.experimental data.

(2) In the calculation model, a mass capture ratio of(2) In the calculation model, a mass capture ratio of
the inlet of 0.86 was chosen based on the spillage cal-the inlet of 0.86 was chosen based on the spillage cal-

culated by the two-dimensional shock wave relationculated by the two-dimensional shock wave relation
and the measured boundary layer displacement thick-and the measured boundary layer displacement thick-

nessness3)3). The definition of the mass capture ratio is as. The definition of the mass capture ratio is as
follows :follows :

(Mass capture ratio)(Mass capture ratio) ＝＝ (Air mass flow rate at exit of(Air mass flow rate at exit of

the inlet)the inlet)／／(Air mass flow rate with primary flow mass(Air mass flow rate with primary flow mass
flux to the projected area at entrance of theengine)flux to the projected area at entrance of theengine)

(3) The stream thrust function of the spilled air was(3) The stream thrust function of the spilled air was

set equal to that of the incoming airflowset equal to that of the incoming airflow7)7)..
(4) The air and the combustion gas were equilib-(4) The air and the combustion gas were equilib-

rium flows through the engine.rium flows through the engine.
(5) Modeling of mixing of fuel with the air was not(5) Modeling of mixing of fuel with the air was not

done.done.
(6) The hydrogen burned all at once in a stoichio-(6) The hydrogen burned all at once in a stoichio-

metric condition with the specified combustion effi-metric condition with the specified combustion effi-
ciency at the specified location. The location of heatciency at the specified location. The location of heat

release was estimated by the measured heat flux andrelease was estimated by the measured heat flux and
wall pressure. The residual hydrogen mixed with thewall pressure. The residual hydrogen mixed with the

residual air.residual air.
(7) The kinetic energy efficiency of the inlet and the(7) The kinetic energy efficiency of the inlet and the
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combustion efficiency in the one-dimensional modelcombustion efficiency in the one-dimensional model
were decided to show the similar distribution of thewere decided to show the similar distribution of the

calculated wall pressure to that of the measured one.calculated wall pressure to that of the measured one.
(8) The impulse function per unit cross section was(8) The impulse function per unit cross section was

conserved across the combustion.conserved across the combustion.
(9) The boundary layer was assumed to be turbulent(9) The boundary layer was assumed to be turbulent

throughout the engine, and the friction coefficient wasthroughout the engine, and the friction coefficient was
calculated with the formula of van Driestcalculated with the formula of van Driest8)8)..

(10) The heat flux was calculated with the Reynolds(10) The heat flux was calculated with the Reynolds
analogy.analogy.

4. Results4. Results
The operating condition with air flow only is termedThe operating condition with air flow only is termed

the reference condition. The reference condition wasthe reference condition. The reference condition was

expressed as expressed as ““airair”” in the figures. in the figures.

4.1  Effect of  strut4.1  Effect of  strut
Figures 2 (a) to (e) show wall pressure distribu-Figures 2 (a) to (e) show wall pressure distribu-

tions withtions with ／／ without the short strut in the referencewithout the short strut in the reference
condition. In the figures, those of test condition. In the figures, those of test ＃＃ 11 are also11 are also

shown1,2). The fuel flow rate of test shown1,2). The fuel flow rate of test ＃＃11 is listed in11 is listed in
Table 3. In Fig. 2(d), the scale of the wall pressure isTable 3. In Fig. 2(d), the scale of the wall pressure is

different.different.
The pressure level with the strut was 1.5 times asThe pressure level with the strut was 1.5 times as

high as that without the strut around the backward-high as that without the strut around the backward-
facing step. On the top wall, the level became higherfacing step. On the top wall, the level became higher

than that without the strut. It can thus be seen that anthan that without the strut. It can thus be seen that an
increase in pressure was attained by attachment of theincrease in pressure was attained by attachment of the

strut.strut.
There was a pressure drop just downstream of theThere was a pressure drop just downstream of the

backward-facing step. The pressure behind the stepbackward-facing step. The pressure behind the step
seemed to be too high, compared with other resultsseemed to be too high, compared with other results9)9)..

This was due to the difficulty in measuring very lowThis was due to the difficulty in measuring very low
pressure in the present testing, and also to the effectpressure in the present testing, and also to the effect

of the boundary layer. A thick boundary layer sup-of the boundary layer. A thick boundary layer sup-
presses the decrease of pressure behind the steppresses the decrease of pressure behind the step10)10)..

At At yy ＝＝ 240 mm, the pressure ratio increased down-240 mm, the pressure ratio increased down-
stream of the step. This was caused by shock wavestream of the step. This was caused by shock wave

impingement.impingement.
The pressure level near the cowl was very highThe pressure level near the cowl was very high

with or without the strut. The pressure first droppedwith or without the strut. The pressure first dropped
at the entrance of the isolator, and then increasedat the entrance of the isolator, and then increased

downstream. The decrease was due to the expansiondownstream. The decrease was due to the expansion
at the inlet-isolator corner on the side wall, and theat the inlet-isolator corner on the side wall, and the

increase of the pressure was due to the shock waveincrease of the pressure was due to the shock wave
from the leading edge of the cowl. The swept anglefrom the leading edge of the cowl. The swept angle

induces the downward flow toward the cowl, and theinduces the downward flow toward the cowl, and the
open-bottom structure sustains the downward flow.open-bottom structure sustains the downward flow.

According to the calculated results by the shock waveAccording to the calculated results by the shock wave
relation, the air flow turns toward the cowl at 5 de-relation, the air flow turns toward the cowl at 5 de-

grees at the exit of the inlet. When the air recoversgrees at the exit of the inlet. When the air recovers
parallel to the cowl surface, the pressure becomes 1.5parallel to the cowl surface, the pressure becomes 1.5

times as high as that upstream of the shock wave. Intimes as high as that upstream of the shock wave. In
the experiment, around the step, the wall pressure atthe experiment, around the step, the wall pressure at

yy＝＝240 mm240 mm／／210 mm was about 1.5 times as high as210 mm was about 1.5 times as high as
that at that at yy＝＝125 mm and agreed with the above estima-125 mm and agreed with the above estima-

tion.tion.
According to the one-dimensional calculation, theAccording to the one-dimensional calculation, the

kinetic energy efficiency of the inlet was estimated tokinetic energy efficiency of the inlet was estimated to
be 0.992, which corresponded to a totalpressure effi-be 0.992, which corresponded to a totalpressure effi-

ciency of 0.88. The kinetic energy efficiency of theciency of 0.88. The kinetic energy efficiency of the
present inlet was similar to the empirically estimatedpresent inlet was similar to the empirically estimated

value of 0.997 by Waltrupvalue of 0.997 by Waltrup11)11)..

4.2  Engine operating mode4.2  Engine operating mode
4.2.1  Visual observation -  sti l l  photo4.2.1  Visual observation -  sti l l  photo

Figures 3 (a) to (c) show the still photographs onFigures 3 (a) to (c) show the still photographs on
the typical operating conditions of the model engine.the typical operating conditions of the model engine.

The engine model was mounted upside down, so theThe engine model was mounted upside down, so the
cowl was on the top of the model. The fuel flow ratescowl was on the top of the model. The fuel flow rates

are listed in Table 4.are listed in Table 4.
The operating condition of The operating condition of ＃＃ 16d was similar to16d was similar to

that of the previous testing ; the flame was seen onthat of the previous testing ; the flame was seen on
the top wall side only at the exit of the nozzlethe top wall side only at the exit of the nozzle1,2)1,2). Ac-. Ac-

cording to the photos of cording to the photos of ＃＃19e and 19e and ＃＃18d, the inten-18d, the inten-
sive combustion was attained ; the flame spilled outsive combustion was attained ; the flame spilled out
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from the leading edge of the cowl in from the leading edge of the cowl in ＃＃19e and in 19e and in ＃＃

18d. The fuel flow rate of 18d. The fuel flow rate of ＃＃18d was smaller than that18d was smaller than that

of the previous test, when there was only weak com-of the previous test, when there was only weak com-
bustion like in bustion like in ＃＃16d 16d 1,2)1,2)..

4.2.2  Visual observation -  schlieren photo4.2.2  Visual observation -  schlieren photo
Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the schlieren photosFigures 4 (a) and (b) show the schlieren photos

around the bottom of the inlet. In the photos, the airaround the bottom of the inlet. In the photos, the air
comes from left-hand side, and the black straight edgecomes from left-hand side, and the black straight edge

was the bottom of the inlet. The flow conditions of thewas the bottom of the inlet. The flow conditions of the
reference condition and of reference condition and of ＃＃16d were similar to that16d were similar to that

of of ＃＃ 19e, according to the photos, while there was19e, according to the photos, while there was

(a) (a) ＃＃16d(in start condition with weak combustion)16d(in start condition with weak combustion)

(b)  (b)  ＃＃19e(in start condition19e(in start condition

                                         with intensive combustion)                                         with intensive combustion)

(a) (a) ＃＃19e (in start condition)19e (in start condition)

(b) (b) ＃＃18d (in unstart condition)18d (in unstart condition)
Fig. 4  Schlieren picture around the bottomFig. 4  Schlieren picture around the bottom

           of the inlet.           of the inlet.

(c)  (c)  ＃＃18d(in unstart condition)18d(in unstart condition)

Fig. 3  Engine in operation.Fig. 3  Engine in operation.
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separation shock wave from inside of the inlet in theseparation shock wave from inside of the inlet in the
photo of photo of ＃＃18d. Existence of the separation shock from18d. Existence of the separation shock from

the inlet suggests that the inlet may be in thethe inlet suggests that the inlet may be in the
unstarting condition. Therefore, the model seemed inunstarting condition. Therefore, the model seemed in

the starting condition in the starting condition in ＃＃ 16d and in 16d and in ＃＃ 19e, and in19e, and in
the unstarting condition in the unstarting condition in ＃＃18d.18d.

4.2.3  Wall  pressure4.2.3  Wall  pressure
Figures 5 (a) to (e) show typical wall pressureFigures 5 (a) to (e) show typical wall pressure

distributions. In Fig. 5(d), the scale of the wall pres-distributions. In Fig. 5(d), the scale of the wall pres-
sure is different. In sure is different. In ＃＃ 16d and 16d and ＃＃ 19e, the wall pres-19e, the wall pres-

sure distributions in the inlet were the same as thosesure distributions in the inlet were the same as those
of the reference condition ; therefore, the model wasof the reference condition ; therefore, the model was

in the start condition as was seen in the schlieren pic-in the start condition as was seen in the schlieren pic-
tures.tures.

In In ＃＃ 19e, the level of the wall pressure down-19e, the level of the wall pressure down-
stream of the step was much higher than that of thestream of the step was much higher than that of the

reference condition. The engine was in the intensive-reference condition. The engine was in the intensive-
combustion mode. At combustion mode. At yy＝＝240 mm240 mm／／210 mm and at 210 mm and at yy
＝＝125 mm, i.e., far from the top wall, the wall pressure125 mm, i.e., far from the top wall, the wall pressure
was higher than that of the reference condition evenwas higher than that of the reference condition even

in the isolator. Though there was a pressure dropin the isolator. Though there was a pressure drop
downstream of the backward facing step at downstream of the backward facing step at yy ＝＝ 240240

mm, the level of the wall pressure was much highermm, the level of the wall pressure was much higher
around the step than that of the reference condition,around the step than that of the reference condition,

and the ratio of pressure downstream of the step toand the ratio of pressure downstream of the step to
that upstream of the step was 1.3 to 1.6, meaning thatthat upstream of the step was 1.3 to 1.6, meaning that

there was a large, low-velocity region due to combus-there was a large, low-velocity region due to combus-
tion behind the step. The large deflection angle on thetion behind the step. The large deflection angle on the

cowl, which was due to combustion, was estimated tocowl, which was due to combustion, was estimated to
be 22 degrees from the wall pressure distribution at be 22 degrees from the wall pressure distribution at yy
＝＝ 240 mm.240 mm.

The shock wave at the step at The shock wave at the step at yy＝＝240 mm passed240 mm passed

x1x1＝＝ 1100 mm1100 mm／／ yy＝＝ 125 mm and seemed to impinge125 mm and seemed to impinge
at at x1x1＝＝1500 mm on the top wall. The second pressure1500 mm on the top wall. The second pressure

peak around peak around x1x1＝＝1100 mm at 1100 mm at yy＝＝125 mm seemed to125 mm seemed to
be due to the shock wave, but the second peak aroundbe due to the shock wave, but the second peak around

x1x1＝＝1100 mm at 1100 mm at yy＝＝45 mm did not correspond to the45 mm did not correspond to the
location of the shock wave exactly. The second peaklocation of the shock wave exactly. The second peak

pressure around pressure around x1x1＝＝1100 mm at 1100 mm at yy＝＝45 mm seemed45 mm seemed
to be due to combustion.to be due to combustion.

In In ＃＃16d, the level of the wall pressure was slightly16d, the level of the wall pressure was slightly
higher than that of the reference condition in thehigher than that of the reference condition in the

downstream part of the combustor and in the nozzle,downstream part of the combustor and in the nozzle,
especially around the top wall. The engine was in theespecially around the top wall. The engine was in the

weak-combustion mode. Though there was a pressureweak-combustion mode. Though there was a pressure
increase behind the step at increase behind the step at yy＝＝240 mm, the high-pres-240 mm, the high-pres-

sure region behind the step was short, and the pres-sure region behind the step was short, and the pres-

sure level was more similar to that of the referencesure level was more similar to that of the reference
condition than to that of condition than to that of ＃＃ 19e. There was no inten-19e. There was no inten-

sive heat release behind the step. According to thesive heat release behind the step. According to the
one-dimensional calculation, the combustion efficiencyone-dimensional calculation, the combustion efficiency

of of ＃＃ 19e was 9519e was 95％％, while the efficiency of , while the efficiency of ＃＃16d was16d was
only only ２％２％..

In In ＃＃ 18d, the mean pressure distribution in the18d, the mean pressure distribution in the
inlet was different from that of the reference condi-inlet was different from that of the reference condi-

tion, and the engine model was in the unstart condi-tion, and the engine model was in the unstart condi-
tion. The pressure distribution on the top wall wastion. The pressure distribution on the top wall was

similar to that on the side wall except at similar to that on the side wall except at yy＝＝240 mm,240 mm,
and the level of the pressure was high. Near the cowl,and the level of the pressure was high. Near the cowl,

the level of the wall pressure was not high, and it wasthe level of the wall pressure was not high, and it was
similar to that of the reference condition. The deflec-similar to that of the reference condition. The deflec-

tion angle on the cowl becomes large because of thetion angle on the cowl becomes large because of the
large flow-deflection toward the cowl in the inletlarge flow-deflection toward the cowl in the inlet

caused by the separation on the top wall, and there iscaused by the separation on the top wall, and there is
a strong shock wave from the leading edge of the cowl.a strong shock wave from the leading edge of the cowl.

According to the pressure distribution in the inlet, theAccording to the pressure distribution in the inlet, the
pressure ratio across the separation shock wave waspressure ratio across the separation shock wave was

5, and the Mach number behind the shock wave was5, and the Mach number behind the shock wave was
3.6, respectively. The effect of the separation shock3.6, respectively. The effect of the separation shock

wave encompassed most of the inlet. Though the pres-wave encompassed most of the inlet. Though the pres-
sure was high in the inlet, it was much lower than thesure was high in the inlet, it was much lower than the

pressure after the normal shock wave. It would havepressure after the normal shock wave. It would have
been non-dimensionalized pressure of 0.04, if the nor-been non-dimensionalized pressure of 0.04, if the nor-

mal shock had existed at the entrance of the inlet.mal shock had existed at the entrance of the inlet.

4.2.4  Heat f lux4.2.4  Heat f lux
Figures 6 (a) to (c) show the heat flux distribu-Figures 6 (a) to (c) show the heat flux distribu-

tions. In the reference condition, the heat fluxes weretions. In the reference condition, the heat fluxes were

roughly uniform.roughly uniform.
When the engine was in the intensive-combustionWhen the engine was in the intensive-combustion

mode as in mode as in ＃＃19e, the level of the heat flux was high19e, the level of the heat flux was high
in the combustor and in the nozzle. The heat flux canin the combustor and in the nozzle. The heat flux can

increase upstream of combustion due to the increaseincrease upstream of combustion due to the increase
of the heat transfer coefficient, but the effect of adia-of the heat transfer coefficient, but the effect of adia-

batic wall temperature on heat flux is much greaterbatic wall temperature on heat flux is much greater
than that of the heat transfer coefficient. The largethan that of the heat transfer coefficient. The large

heat flux indicates the location of combustion gas. Onheat flux indicates the location of combustion gas. On
the top wall, the location of the first peak heat fluxthe top wall, the location of the first peak heat flux

agreed with the step position. The wall pressure gradu-agreed with the step position. The wall pressure gradu-
ally increased, but the heat flux first decreased down-ally increased, but the heat flux first decreased down-

stream of the first peak, then increased. The locationstream of the first peak, then increased. The location
of the second peak agreed with that of the second peakof the second peak agreed with that of the second peak

of the wall pressure. Because there was no impinge-of the wall pressure. Because there was no impinge-
ment of a strong shock wave there, the large heat fluxment of a strong shock wave there, the large heat flux

was due to heat release, and the primary heat releasewas due to heat release, and the primary heat release
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occurred in the divergent part of the combustor onoccurred in the divergent part of the combustor on
the top wall. On the top wall, there were no primarythe top wall. On the top wall, there were no primary

fuel injection ports, so fuel had to travel some distancefuel injection ports, so fuel had to travel some distance
from the side wall to the top wall.from the side wall to the top wall.

On the side wall, there was a shoulder point at theOn the side wall, there was a shoulder point at the
step, and there was a peak point in the divergent partstep, and there was a peak point in the divergent part

of the combustor. At of the combustor. At yy ＝＝ 125 mm, the second peak125 mm, the second peak
pressure at pressure at x1x1＝＝1100 mm was similar to the first one1100 mm was similar to the first one

at at x1x1＝＝800 mm, while the peak heat flux at 800 mm, while the peak heat flux at x1x1＝＝10001000
mm was higher than the flux at mm was higher than the flux at x1x1＝＝800 mm. Accord-800 mm. Accord-

ing to the one-dimensional calculation of the intensive-ing to the one-dimensional calculation of the intensive-
combustion mode, the heat flux from the combustioncombustion mode, the heat flux from the combustion

gas was 2.2 MWgas was 2.2 MW･･mm－－22, and that from the residual air, and that from the residual air
was 0.7 MWwas 0.7 MW･･mm－－22 on the side wall of the constant duct on the side wall of the constant duct

part of the combustor. The level of the measured heatpart of the combustor. The level of the measured heat
flux on the side wall was similar to that due to the com-flux on the side wall was similar to that due to the com-

bustion gas in the one-dimensional calculation.bustion gas in the one-dimensional calculation.
In the weak-combustion mode of In the weak-combustion mode of ＃＃16d, the heat16d, the heat

flux distribution on the top wall was slightly larger thanflux distribution on the top wall was slightly larger than
that of the reference condition in the nozzle. It agreedthat of the reference condition in the nozzle. It agreed

with the wall pressure distribution of Fig. 5(a). Therewith the wall pressure distribution of Fig. 5(a). There
was a small peak of heat flux around the step on thewas a small peak of heat flux around the step on the

top wall, and such a peak was also observed in top wall, and such a peak was also observed in ＃＃19e.19e.
It seemed to be due to the pilot fuel combustion byIt seemed to be due to the pilot fuel combustion by

the plasma ignitors. On the side wall, the heat flux levelthe plasma ignitors. On the side wall, the heat flux level
was lower around the step than that of the referencewas lower around the step than that of the reference

condition. The flame did not propagate from the topcondition. The flame did not propagate from the top
wall to the side wall behind the step.wall to the side wall behind the step.

In the unstart condition of In the unstart condition of ＃＃18d, the top wall was18d, the top wall was
cooled around the step, and the heat flux distributioncooled around the step, and the heat flux distribution

resembled that of the reference condition downstreamresembled that of the reference condition downstream
of the combustor on the top wall, while the heat fluxesof the combustor on the top wall, while the heat fluxes

were high around the step on the side wall. On thewere high around the step on the side wall. On the
cowl, the level was near that of the reference condi-cowl, the level was near that of the reference condi-

tion, as well as the level of the wall pressure. In thetion, as well as the level of the wall pressure. In the
inlet, the level of the heat flux was about four times asinlet, the level of the heat flux was about four times as

high as that of the reference condition. The wall pres-high as that of the reference condition. The wall pres-
sure in Fig. 5(c) was also about four times as high assure in Fig. 5(c) was also about four times as high as

that of the reference condition. The increase of heatthat of the reference condition. The increase of heat
flux in the inlet in the unstart condition was due to theflux in the inlet in the unstart condition was due to the

increase of the pressure level, i.e., an increase of theincrease of the pressure level, i.e., an increase of the
heat transfer coefficient.heat transfer coefficient.
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4.2.5  Force and moment4.2.5  Force and moment
Figure 7(a) shows the engine thrust measured byFigure 7(a) shows the engine thrust measured by

FMS. The designations FMS. The designations ‘‘FMSFMS’’ and  and ‘‘W.P.W.P.’’ in the fig- in the fig-
ures indicate the value measured by FMS and the valueures indicate the value measured by FMS and the value

due to the integration of the wall pressure, respec-due to the integration of the wall pressure, respec-
tively. The integration of the wall pressure did not in-tively. The integration of the wall pressure did not in-

clude the pressure on the strut. clude the pressure on the strut. ‘‘NN ＋＋ TT’’ and  and ‘‘TT’’

represent a combination of normal injection and tan-represent a combination of normal injection and tan-

gential injection of fuel, and tangential injection, re-gential injection of fuel, and tangential injection, re-
spectively. The results for tangential injection are men-spectively. The results for tangential injection are men-

tioned later. Table 4 lists thrust, lift, and pitching mo-tioned later. Table 4 lists thrust, lift, and pitching mo-
ment of typical operating conditions.ment of typical operating conditions.

Discrete changes in thrust level can be seen inDiscrete changes in thrust level can be seen in
Fig. 7(a). The thrust was large in the intensive-com-Fig. 7(a). The thrust was large in the intensive-com-

bustion mode in the narrow range of the fuel flow ratebustion mode in the narrow range of the fuel flow rate
of about 50 gof about 50 g･･s s -1-1. There were two thrust levels for a. There were two thrust levels for a

fuel flow rate of 40 gfuel flow rate of 40 g･･s s -1-1，， mentioned later in Section mentioned later in Section
4.4.2. When the fuel flow rate was greater than 60 4.4.2. When the fuel flow rate was greater than 60 gg･･s s -1-1,,

the engine was in the unstart condition. The unstartthe engine was in the unstart condition. The unstart
condition induced more drag than the reference con-condition induced more drag than the reference con-

dition. As shown in Fig. 5, this was due to the highdition. As shown in Fig. 5, this was due to the high
pressure level in the inlet and the moderate pressurepressure level in the inlet and the moderate pressure

level downstream of the combustor. According to thelevel downstream of the combustor. According to the
wall pressure integration, the drag in the inlet was 1140wall pressure integration, the drag in the inlet was 1140

N in the unstart condition of N in the unstart condition of ＃＃18d, while it was 49018d, while it was 490
N in the start condition of N in the start condition of ＃＃19e. According to the one19e. According to the one

dimensional calculation results, the friction drag anddimensional calculation results, the friction drag and
pressure drag acting outside of the side wall were es-pressure drag acting outside of the side wall were es-

timated to be 260 N. The net, positive engine thrusttimated to be 260 N. The net, positive engine thrust
was estimated by compensating the drag acting out-was estimated by compensating the drag acting out-

side of the side wall for the measured thrust by FMSside of the side wall for the measured thrust by FMS
in the intensive-combustion mode.in the intensive-combustion mode.

Figure 7(b) shows the lift. In the intensive-com-Figure 7(b) shows the lift. In the intensive-com-
bustion mode, the lift was negative. The pressurebustion mode, the lift was negative. The pressure

around the cowl was very high in the vicinity of thearound the cowl was very high in the vicinity of the
step, indicating that the large force on the cowl can-step, indicating that the large force on the cowl can-

celed the lifting force in the inlet. In the weak-com-celed the lifting force in the inlet. In the weak-com-
bustion mode, there was weak combustion around thebustion mode, there was weak combustion around the

top wall in the divergent part of the combustor, so thetop wall in the divergent part of the combustor, so the
lift was slightly larger than that of the reference con-lift was slightly larger than that of the reference con-

dition. In the unstart condition, the lift became verydition. In the unstart condition, the lift became very
large due to the high pressure in the inlet.large due to the high pressure in the inlet.

Figure 7(c) shows the pitching moment measuredFigure 7(c) shows the pitching moment measured
by FMS. The pitching moment was positive in everyby FMS. The pitching moment was positive in every

test, even in the reference condition. This was due totest, even in the reference condition. This was due to
the high pressure at the step near the cowl and thethe high pressure at the step near the cowl and the

bottomless shape of the inlet. In the intensive-com-bottomless shape of the inlet. In the intensive-com-
bustion mode, the large force acted on the cowl in thebustion mode, the large force acted on the cowl in the

y-direction, and thus the pitching moment becamey-direction, and thus the pitching moment became
large. In the unstart condition, the pitching momentlarge. In the unstart condition, the pitching moment

was also large due to the high pressure level in thewas also large due to the high pressure level in the
inlet. In the weak-combustion mode, the pressure oninlet. In the weak-combustion mode, the pressure on

the top wall was slightly larger than that of the refer-the top wall was slightly larger than that of the refer-
ence condition in the divergent part of the combustorence condition in the divergent part of the combustor
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and in the nozzle, so the pitching moment was slightlyand in the nozzle, so the pitching moment was slightly
smaller than that measured in the reference condition.smaller than that measured in the reference condition.

4.  3   Ef fect  of  p lasma ignitor4.  3   Ef fect  of  p lasma ignitor／／ f lame holdersf lame holders
Figures 8 (a) to (e) show the wall pressure distri-Figures 8 (a) to (e) show the wall pressure distri-

butions, and Figures 9 (a) to (e) show the heat fluxbutions, and Figures 9 (a) to (e) show the heat flux

distribution. First, the model was in the operating con-distribution. First, the model was in the operating con-
dition of dition of ＃＃19e with the operation of the plasma igni-19e with the operation of the plasma igni-

torstors ／／ flame holders (PJ on). Then, the ignitorsflame holders (PJ on). Then, the ignitors ／／

holders were turned off with no change of the fuel flowholders were turned off with no change of the fuel flow

rates (PJ off). The pressure level on the top wall andrates (PJ off). The pressure level on the top wall and
at at yy＝＝10 mm10 mm／／45 mm decreased around the plasma45 mm decreased around the plasma

ignitorsignitors ／／ flame holders after the turning-off of theflame holders after the turning-off of the
ignitorsignitors ／／ holders. On the other hand, the level didholders. On the other hand, the level did

not change at not change at yy ＝＝ 125 mm, at 125 mm, at yy ＝＝ 240 mm240 mm ／／ 210 mm210 mm
and on the cowl. The heat fluxes on the top wall alsoand on the cowl. The heat fluxes on the top wall also

greatly decreased around the ignitorsgreatly decreased around the ignitors／／holders afterholders after
the plasma ignitors were turned off. After the plasmathe plasma ignitors were turned off. After the plasma

ignitorsignitors ／／ flame holders were turned off, the heatflame holders were turned off, the heat
fluxes on the side wall near the top wall were slightlyfluxes on the side wall near the top wall were slightly

smaller than those with operation of the plasma igni-smaller than those with operation of the plasma igni-
tors. Around the cowl, there was no change.tors. Around the cowl, there was no change.

Once intensive combustion was attained, the ef-Once intensive combustion was attained, the ef-
fect of the plasma ignitors was limited in their vicinityfect of the plasma ignitors was limited in their vicinity

and the flame was held irrespective of the plasma ig-and the flame was held irrespective of the plasma ig-
nitors.nitors.

4. 4  Intensive combustion4. 4  Intensive combustion
4.4.1  Effect of fuel f low rate4.4.1  Effect of fuel f low rate

There were four operations of the intensive-com-There were four operations of the intensive-com-

bustion mode in the present testing. The fuel flow ratesbustion mode in the present testing. The fuel flow rates
and the thrust are listed in Table 5. Figures 10(a) toand the thrust are listed in Table 5. Figures 10(a) to

(e) show wall pressure distributions of (e) show wall pressure distributions of ＃＃19e and 19e and ＃＃

14e. Within the intensive-combustion mode, the fuel14e. Within the intensive-combustion mode, the fuel

flow rate was smallest in flow rate was smallest in ＃＃19e and largest in 19e and largest in ＃＃14e.14e.
The level of the wall pressure in the combustorThe level of the wall pressure in the combustor

increased with the fuel flow rate. The heat releaseincreased with the fuel flow rate. The heat release
seemed to increase with the fuel flow rate. The pres-seemed to increase with the fuel flow rate. The pres-

sure distributions in the isolator on the top wall and atsure distributions in the isolator on the top wall and at
yy ＝＝ 10 mm10 mm ／／ 45 mm were similar to those of the45 mm were similar to those of the
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reference condition. The level of the side wall pres-reference condition. The level of the side wall pres-
sure at sure at yy＝＝ 240 mm240 mm／／ 210 mm was very high around210 mm was very high around

the step. The levels at the step. The levels at yy＝＝125 mm and 125 mm and yy＝＝240 mm240 mm／／

210 mm were already higher than those of the refer-210 mm were already higher than those of the refer-

ence condition in the isolator.ence condition in the isolator.
Figures 11 (a) to (c) show the heat flux distribu-Figures 11 (a) to (c) show the heat flux distribu-

tions. On the top wall, there were two peaks aroundtions. On the top wall, there were two peaks around
the step and in the divergent part of the combustor.the step and in the divergent part of the combustor.

The level of the heat flux around the step increasedThe level of the heat flux around the step increased
with the fuel flow rate. On the other hand, the flux inwith the fuel flow rate. On the other hand, the flux in

the combustor decreased in the the combustor decreased in the ＃＃14e, in which the14e, in which the
fuel flow rate was largest in the four tests. On the sidefuel flow rate was largest in the four tests. On the side

wall, the level of the heat flux increased from the iso-wall, the level of the heat flux increased from the iso-
lator to the upstream section of the combustor, andlator to the upstream section of the combustor, and

decreased in the downstream with the fuel flow rate.decreased in the downstream with the fuel flow rate.
The decrease of the heat flux in the downstream sec-The decrease of the heat flux in the downstream sec-
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tion of the combustor did not correspond to the changetion of the combustor did not correspond to the change
of the wall pressure, which increased with the fuel flowof the wall pressure, which increased with the fuel flow

rate. When the fuel flow rate was large, the position ofrate. When the fuel flow rate was large, the position of
the heat release seemed to move upstream with thethe heat release seemed to move upstream with the

fuel flow rate.fuel flow rate.

4.4.2  Effects of fuel injection method4.4.2  Effects of fuel injection method
In test In test ＃＃20, as shown in Table 6, the usage of only20, as shown in Table 6, the usage of only

the normal injection of the primary fuel was not ablethe normal injection of the primary fuel was not able

to attain intensive combustion in to attain intensive combustion in ＃＃20c. The addition20c. The addition

of the side wall pilot fuel resulted in the intensive com-of the side wall pilot fuel resulted in the intensive com-
bustion in bustion in ＃＃20d. The concentration of the fuel or the20d. The concentration of the fuel or the

total fuel flow rate also seemed to be important in thetotal fuel flow rate also seemed to be important in the
vicinity of the step.vicinity of the step.

On the other hand, in the present testing, theOn the other hand, in the present testing, the
intensive combustion in intensive combustion in ＃＃ 19e and 19e and ＃＃ 20d and the20d and the

weak combustion in weak combustion in ＃＃12c were observed at the same12c were observed at the same
total fuel flow rate of around 45 gtotal fuel flow rate of around 45 g･･ss-1-1 as shown in Table as shown in Table

6 and Figures 12 (a) to (c). Almost all the fuel was6 and Figures 12 (a) to (c). Almost all the fuel was
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injected downstream of the step in injected downstream of the step in ＃＃19e and 19e and ＃＃20d,20d,

while it was injected upstream of the step in while it was injected upstream of the step in ＃＃ 12c.12c.
Though the concentration of the fuel around the stepThough the concentration of the fuel around the step

was important, the normal fuel injection downstreamwas important, the normal fuel injection downstream
of the step was indispensable for attaining intensiveof the step was indispensable for attaining intensive

combustion.combustion.
In the present testing, tangential fuel injectionIn the present testing, tangential fuel injection

was investigated in only one test, i.e., was investigated in only one test, i.e., ＃＃20. The fuel20. The fuel
flow rate rates are listed in Table 7. The thrust de-flow rate rates are listed in Table 7. The thrust de-

creased with the tangential injection of fuel as showncreased with the tangential injection of fuel as shown
in Fig. 6 and Table 7. The thrust produced by the tan-in Fig. 6 and Table 7. The thrust produced by the tan-

gential, unburned gas injection was about 100 N in gential, unburned gas injection was about 100 N in ＃＃

20e and 20e and ＃＃ 20f. The decrease of drag in 20f. The decrease of drag in ＃＃ 20f was20f was
mainly due to the gas injection. Figures 13 (a) to (e)mainly due to the gas injection. Figures 13 (a) to (e)

show the wall pressure distributions, and Figures 14show the wall pressure distributions, and Figures 14
(a) to (c) show the heat flux distributions. The wall(a) to (c) show the heat flux distributions. The wall

pressure distributions and the heat flux distributionspressure distributions and the heat flux distributions
with the tangential injection were almost the same aswith the tangential injection were almost the same as

those of those of ＃＃16d in the weak-combustion mode. When16d in the weak-combustion mode. When
the normal fuel injection was also used with the tan-the normal fuel injection was also used with the tan-

gential injection in gential injection in ＃＃ 20e, the level of the pressure20e, the level of the pressure
was higher in the combustor than when only the tan-was higher in the combustor than when only the tan-
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gential fuel injection was used in gential fuel injection was used in ＃＃20f.20f.
There was not large difference in the heat fluxThere was not large difference in the heat flux

distributions on the side wall of distributions on the side wall of ＃＃20e from that of 20e from that of ＃＃

20f except around the step. Around the step on the20f except around the step. Around the step on the

side wall, the heat flux level of side wall, the heat flux level of ＃＃20e was negative. It20e was negative. It
seemed to be abrupt decrease of the wall temperatureseemed to be abrupt decrease of the wall temperature

from the intensive-combustion mode (from the intensive-combustion mode ( ＃＃ 20d) to the20d) to the
weak- combustion mode (weak- combustion mode (＃＃20e). On the top wall, the20e). On the top wall, the

heat flux level of heat flux level of ＃＃20e, in which there were both the20e, in which there were both the
normal injection and the tangential injection, wasnormal injection and the tangential injection, was

slightly larger around the step than that of slightly larger around the step than that of ＃＃ 20f, in20f, in
which there was only the tangential injection.which there was only the tangential injection.

4.5  Re -  start4.5  Re -  start
In test In test ＃＃ 14, the engine moved from the unstart14, the engine moved from the unstart

condition of condition of ＃＃14d to the start condition of 14d to the start condition of ＃＃14e when14e when

the injection of the side wall pilot fuel of 9.7gthe injection of the side wall pilot fuel of 9.7g･･s s - 1- 1 was was
stopped(Table 8). There was no difficulty in changingstopped(Table 8). There was no difficulty in changing

from the unstart to the start condition.from the unstart to the start condition.

5. Discussion5. Discussion
5.1  Intensive combustion5.1  Intensive combustion

The mechanism of the intensive combustion,The mechanism of the intensive combustion,
which produced thrust, is discussed first. Intensivewhich produced thrust, is discussed first. Intensive

combustion was attained with the following conditionscombustion was attained with the following conditions
: (1) usage of a short strut, (2) normal fuel injection: (1) usage of a short strut, (2) normal fuel injection

downstream of the step, and (3) a suitable fuel flowdownstream of the step, and (3) a suitable fuel flow
rate.rate.

5.1.1  Role of  strut5.1.1  Role of  strut
As shown in Fig. 2 (a) to (e), when a large amountAs shown in Fig. 2 (a) to (e), when a large amount

of fuel was injected normally in the model with no strutof fuel was injected normally in the model with no strut
as in as in ＃＃ 11, there was no pressure drop at the step,11, there was no pressure drop at the step,

and the pressure level was similar to or higher thanand the pressure level was similar to or higher than
that of the reference condition with the strut on thethat of the reference condition with the strut on the

side wall. However, the pressure level on the top wallside wall. However, the pressure level on the top wall
around the step was low even with such a high fuelaround the step was low even with such a high fuel

flow rate in the model with no strut, and the level wasflow rate in the model with no strut, and the level was
0.5 times as low as that of the reference condition with0.5 times as low as that of the reference condition with

the strut. A pressure increase around the step was at-the strut. A pressure increase around the step was at-
tained by (1) the usage of a strut around the fuel in-tained by (1) the usage of a strut around the fuel in-

jector. According to results of the inlet testing withjector. According to results of the inlet testing with

the strut, there was a large, disturbed, low-velocitythe strut, there was a large, disturbed, low-velocity
region around the foot of the strut region around the foot of the strut 12)12). Such a region. Such a region

with high pressure was necessary for the initiation ofwith high pressure was necessary for the initiation of
intensive combustion. However, the conditions wereintensive combustion. However, the conditions were

not sufficient to attain intensive combustion, becausenot sufficient to attain intensive combustion, because
there was a weak-combustion mode even with thethere was a weak-combustion mode even with the

strut.strut.

5.1.2  Low velocity region behind the step5.1.2  Low velocity region behind the step
In the design procedure of the original engineIn the design procedure of the original engine

model which had a strut model which had a strut 2)2)，， the length from the step to the length from the step to

the fuel injector of 20 mm, which was five times asthe fuel injector of 20 mm, which was five times as
large as the height of the step, was determined so aslarge as the height of the step, was determined so as

to avoid interaction between the separated boundaryto avoid interaction between the separated boundary
layer and the fuel injected behind the reattachment oflayer and the fuel injected behind the reattachment of

the boundary layer the boundary layer 13,14)13,14). The re-circulation region. The re-circulation region
behind the step was designed to be used for flamebehind the step was designed to be used for flame

holding of the pilot fuel. The avoidance of the interac-holding of the pilot fuel. The avoidance of the interac-
tion seemed to be necessary for preventing the gastion seemed to be necessary for preventing the gas

behind the step from reaching an overly dense fuelbehind the step from reaching an overly dense fuel
condition and becoming too cool.condition and becoming too cool.

Conditions (2) and (3) created a high-pressure,Conditions (2) and (3) created a high-pressure,
low-velocity region between the backward-facing steplow-velocity region between the backward-facing step

and the normal fuel injection holes on the side wall byand the normal fuel injection holes on the side wall by
the interaction between the boundary layer and thethe interaction between the boundary layer and the

injected fuel injected fuel 15)15). The designed configuration of the. The designed configuration of the
step-injector location was not suitable for the Mach 6step-injector location was not suitable for the Mach 6

operation. Creation of the interaction was insufficient,operation. Creation of the interaction was insufficient,
because there was a low-velocity region even in thebecause there was a low-velocity region even in the

weak-combustion mode and in the engine with noweak-combustion mode and in the engine with no
strut, as shown in Figs. 2. The location and the size ofstrut, as shown in Figs. 2. The location and the size of

the low-velocity region are important.the low-velocity region are important.
The flame probably propagated in the low-velocityThe flame probably propagated in the low-velocity

region from the top wall to the cowl in the intensive-region from the top wall to the cowl in the intensive-
combustion mode. In the weak-combustion mode,combustion mode. In the weak-combustion mode,

there was a pressure drop at the step on the side wallthere was a pressure drop at the step on the side wall
at at yy＝＝10 mm10 mm／／45 mm ; this means that there was no45 mm ; this means that there was no

large, low-velocity region behind the step there. Thus,large, low-velocity region behind the step there. Thus,
the flame did not propagate to the cowl. Once the flamethe flame did not propagate to the cowl. Once the flame

was propagated near the cowl, a large, low-velocitywas propagated near the cowl, a large, low-velocity
region was created there by combustion, and the flameregion was created there by combustion, and the flame

was sustained, even after the plasma ignitors werewas sustained, even after the plasma ignitors were
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turned off.turned off.

5.1.3  Possibility of a large, low-velocity region5.1.3  Possibility of a large, low-velocity region
To examine the possibility of the existence of aTo examine the possibility of the existence of a

large, low-velocity region at the step, the locations oflarge, low-velocity region at the step, the locations of

the center of the Mach disk in the normally injectedthe center of the Mach disk in the normally injected
fuel jet and the diameters of the fuel jet at the Machfuel jet and the diameters of the fuel jet at the Mach

disk position without chemical reaction were calcu-disk position without chemical reaction were calcu-
lated with the model by Billig et al. lated with the model by Billig et al. 16)16)，， the results the results

being shown in Table 9. The coordinates of the Machbeing shown in Table 9. The coordinates of the Mach
disk location were distance from the injection hole anddisk location were distance from the injection hole and

the height from the wall surface. To estimate the up-the height from the wall surface. To estimate the up-
stream or stream or yy-direction propagation of the downstream-direction propagation of the downstream

flow structure change, the detachment length of theflow structure change, the detachment length of the
shock wave caused by the injected fuel was also cal-shock wave caused by the injected fuel was also cal-

culated with the Billig's model culated with the Billig's model 17)17). The fuel jet was. The fuel jet was
assumed to be a cylinder with the diameter of the fuelassumed to be a cylinder with the diameter of the fuel

jet at the Mach disk position. The calculated diameterjet at the Mach disk position. The calculated diameter
is also shown in Table 9. In the calculation, the Machis also shown in Table 9. In the calculation, the Mach

number and other properties of the primary flow werenumber and other properties of the primary flow were
those of the one-dimensional calculation.those of the one-dimensional calculation.

According to the calculated results, the penetra-According to the calculated results, the penetra-
tion lengths, the detachment lengths, and the fuel jettion lengths, the detachment lengths, and the fuel jet

diameters were very small. There must be no interac-diameters were very small. There must be no interac-
tion between the boundary layer and the injected fueltion between the boundary layer and the injected fuel

on the side wall in such flow conditions as those listedon the side wall in such flow conditions as those listed
in Table 9.in Table 9.

The boundary layer thickness of 99The boundary layer thickness of 99％％ velocity was velocity was
58 mm at the entrance of the engine model 58 mm at the entrance of the engine model 3)3)，， and the and the

fuel injection port nearest the top wall, located at fuel injection port nearest the top wall, located at yy＝＝

5 mm, seemed to be in the boundary layer. Moreover,5 mm, seemed to be in the boundary layer. Moreover,

when there was a strut, a low velocity region was cre-when there was a strut, a low velocity region was cre-
ated around its foot ated around its foot 12)12). Therefore, the injection port. Therefore, the injection port

was in the low velocity region. When the fuel is in-was in the low velocity region. When the fuel is in-
jected into a low Mach number flow, the detachmentjected into a low Mach number flow, the detachment

length, the diameter of the fuel jet, and the differencelength, the diameter of the fuel jet, and the difference
of the detachment length due to the fuel flow rate allof the detachment length due to the fuel flow rate all

increase. For example, when the Mach number at theincrease. For example, when the Mach number at the
injection port is 1.4, the detachment lengths of theinjection port is 1.4, the detachment lengths of the

intensive-combustion mode and the weak-combustionintensive-combustion mode and the weak-combustion

mode are 9 mm and 7 mm, respectively. The diametersmode are 9 mm and 7 mm, respectively. The diameters
of the fuel jet of the combustion modes are 4.5 mm andof the fuel jet of the combustion modes are 4.5 mm and

3.5 mm, respectively, and the difference of the lengths3.5 mm, respectively, and the difference of the lengths
and the diameters are enlarged. Meanwhile, the reat-and the diameters are enlarged. Meanwhile, the reat-

tachment length of the boundary layer over the back-tachment length of the boundary layer over the back-
ward-facing step increases with the thickness of theward-facing step increases with the thickness of the

incoming boundary layer incoming boundary layer 10)10)，， i.e., with growth of the i.e., with growth of the
low-velocity region. The attachment of the strut causedlow-velocity region. The attachment of the strut caused

the interaction between the fuel injection and the re-the interaction between the fuel injection and the re-
attaching boundary layer, and the interaction createdattaching boundary layer, and the interaction created

a large, low-velocity region between the step and thea large, low-velocity region between the step and the
fuel injection port. The interaction also spread in thefuel injection port. The interaction also spread in the

y-direction on the side wall near the top wall.y-direction on the side wall near the top wall.
The tangential injection blew off the low-velocityThe tangential injection blew off the low-velocity

region around the step, and the flame was no longerregion around the step, and the flame was no longer
anchored. The operating mode thus changed to theanchored. The operating mode thus changed to the

weak-combustion mode. Tangential injection with theweak-combustion mode. Tangential injection with the
present fuel flow rates was not suitable for the presentpresent fuel flow rates was not suitable for the present

engine configuration or for the present engine operat-engine configuration or for the present engine operat-
ing conditions.ing conditions.

5.1.4  Combustion efficiency5.1.4  Combustion efficiency
In the intensive-combustion mode, there was prob-In the intensive-combustion mode, there was prob-

ably a wide, low-velocity region around the step, espe-ably a wide, low-velocity region around the step, espe-
cially around the cowl. Mixing and combustion prob-cially around the cowl. Mixing and combustion prob-

ably occurred around the low-velocity region, and thisably occurred around the low-velocity region, and this
resulted in the high combustion efficiency.resulted in the high combustion efficiency.

In the weak-combustion mode, the pilot fuel flowIn the weak-combustion mode, the pilot fuel flow
rate from the top wall was about rate from the top wall was about ６％６％ of the total fuel of the total fuel

flow rate, and the value was similar to that of the esti-flow rate, and the value was similar to that of the esti-
mated combustion efficiency of mated combustion efficiency of ２％２％. Therefore, most. Therefore, most

of the combusted fuel seemed to be the pilot fuel in-of the combusted fuel seemed to be the pilot fuel in-
jected from the top wall. There was no large, low-ve-jected from the top wall. There was no large, low-ve-

locity region on the side wall in the weak-combustionlocity region on the side wall in the weak-combustion
mode, and there was no residence time for mixing andmode, and there was no residence time for mixing and

reaction around the step. Furthermore, there was noreaction around the step. Furthermore, there was no
ignition source on the side wall. The combustion ob-ignition source on the side wall. The combustion ob-

served in the nozzle in the weak-combustion mode wasserved in the nozzle in the weak-combustion mode was
due to self-ignition after supersonic mixing.due to self-ignition after supersonic mixing.
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5.2  Unstart condition5.2  Unstart condition
5.2.1  Initiation of unstart5.2.1  Initiation of unstart

In Mach 4 testing of inlets In Mach 4 testing of inlets 18)18) and in the Mach 4 and in the Mach 4
testing in the RJTF testing in the RJTF 1,2)1,2)，， gradual transition from the gradual transition from the

start condition to the unstart condition was observed ;start condition to the unstart condition was observed ;
it clearly appeared in the top-wall pressure distribu-it clearly appeared in the top-wall pressure distribu-

tion. In the present Mach 6 testing, such gradual tran-tion. In the present Mach 6 testing, such gradual tran-
sition was not observed.sition was not observed.

When the swept angle was small, the change fromWhen the swept angle was small, the change from
the start to the unstart condition abruptly occurred inthe start to the unstart condition abruptly occurred in

the Mach 4 flow condition the Mach 4 flow condition 18)18). In the present testing,. In the present testing,
the inflow Mach number of 5.3 was higher than 4, andthe inflow Mach number of 5.3 was higher than 4, and

the effect of the swept angle became smaller than thatthe effect of the swept angle became smaller than that
in the Mach 4 flow condition. Therefore, the highin the Mach 4 flow condition. Therefore, the high

Mach number was probably one of the reasons of theMach number was probably one of the reasons of the
abrupt change of the inlet condition.abrupt change of the inlet condition.

The wall pressure in the isolator at The wall pressure in the isolator at yy＝＝10 mm10 mm／／

45 mm did not change with the increase of the fuel45 mm did not change with the increase of the fuel

flow rate in the intensive-combustion mode, while thatflow rate in the intensive-combustion mode, while that
at at yy ＝＝ 240 mm240 mm ／／ 210mm greatly increased with the210mm greatly increased with the

fuel flow rate. In the region with increased pressure,fuel flow rate. In the region with increased pressure,
there was a thick, low-velocity region on the wall.there was a thick, low-velocity region on the wall.

Therefore, the low-velocity region seemed to growTherefore, the low-velocity region seemed to grow
from the cowl with the increase of the fuel flow rate,from the cowl with the increase of the fuel flow rate,

and the low-velocity region seemed to reduce the sub-and the low-velocity region seemed to reduce the sub-
stantial cross section, andstantial cross section, and ／／ or to interact with theor to interact with the

boundary layer on the side wall to induce the largeboundary layer on the side wall to induce the large
separation.separation.

The length of the isolator was designed to avoidThe length of the isolator was designed to avoid
the inlet-combustor interaction in the lowest Machthe inlet-combustor interaction in the lowest Mach

number condition at the RJTF, i.e., the Mach 4 flightnumber condition at the RJTF, i.e., the Mach 4 flight
condition, in which the pressure increase was antici-condition, in which the pressure increase was antici-

pated to reach the most upstream point in the isola-pated to reach the most upstream point in the isola-
tortor19-22)19-22). As planned in the design procedure, in the. As planned in the design procedure, in the

present Mach 6 testing, the large pressure increasepresent Mach 6 testing, the large pressure increase
in the isolator was not observed in the start conditionin the isolator was not observed in the start condition

except around the cowl. In the designing procedure,except around the cowl. In the designing procedure,
the strong, inlet-isolator-cowl interaction enhanced bythe strong, inlet-isolator-cowl interaction enhanced by

the combustion, which appeared in the present test-the combustion, which appeared in the present test-
ing, was unforeseeable. One of the reasons for theing, was unforeseeable. One of the reasons for the

narrow region of the start condition was the interac-narrow region of the start condition was the interac-
tion around the cowl. To enlarge the start conditiontion around the cowl. To enlarge the start condition

with greater fuel flow rates, several improvements arewith greater fuel flow rates, several improvements are
possible, e.g., elongation of the isolator, change of thepossible, e.g., elongation of the isolator, change of the

combustor configuration, and suitable distribution ofcombustor configuration, and suitable distribution of
the injected fuel. Elongation of the isolator and changethe injected fuel. Elongation of the isolator and change

of the combustor are under investiga-tion of the combustor are under investiga-tion 23,24)23,24)..

5.2.2  Re -  start5.2.2  Re -  start
In test In test ＃＃ 14, the engine condition suddenly14, the engine condition suddenly

changed from the unstart to the start condition due tochanged from the unstart to the start condition due to
reduction of the fuel flow rate. Good re-startability isreduction of the fuel flow rate. Good re-startability is

apparently due to the swept angle and the open-bot-apparently due to the swept angle and the open-bot-
tom structure of the inlet. When there is a swept angle,tom structure of the inlet. When there is a swept angle,

the leading edge of the cowl is located far downstreamthe leading edge of the cowl is located far downstream
of the exit of the inlet on the top wall. Therefore, theof the exit of the inlet on the top wall. Therefore, the

substantial open area of the inlet is wide with the sweptsubstantial open area of the inlet is wide with the swept
angle, and the excess fluid can spill out easily in theangle, and the excess fluid can spill out easily in the

unstart condition. The adoption of the swept angle andunstart condition. The adoption of the swept angle and
the open-bottom structure will be necessary for de-the open-bottom structure will be necessary for de-

sign of scramjet engines. For a ramp-compression typesign of scramjet engines. For a ramp-compression type
inlet, a substitute mechanism for the swept angle andinlet, a substitute mechanism for the swept angle and

the open-bottom structure is necessary for goodthe open-bottom structure is necessary for good
startability.startability.

6. Concluding Remarks6. Concluding Remarks
A sub-scale scramjet engine model with a shortA sub-scale scramjet engine model with a short

strut was tested under Mach 6 flight conditions in thestrut was tested under Mach 6 flight conditions in the

RJTF. The following points were clarified.RJTF. The following points were clarified.
(1) Addition of a short strut was effective for inten-(1) Addition of a short strut was effective for inten-

sive combustion.sive combustion.
(2) There were three modes of engine operation(2) There were three modes of engine operation

with normal fuel injection.with normal fuel injection.
(a) With a low level of fuel flow rate, weak com-(a) With a low level of fuel flow rate, weak com-

bustion mainly occurred in the divergent partbustion mainly occurred in the divergent part
of the combustor with very small production ofof the combustor with very small production of

thrust.thrust.
(b) With a high level of fuel flow rate within the(b) With a high level of fuel flow rate within the

start condition, intensive combustion occurredstart condition, intensive combustion occurred
in the combustor with high combustion effi-in the combustor with high combustion effi-

ciency.ciency.
(c) When the normally injected fuel flow rate was(c) When the normally injected fuel flow rate was

excessive, the engine was in the unstart condi-excessive, the engine was in the unstart condi-
tion. The drag was greater than that in the con-tion. The drag was greater than that in the con-

dition with air flow only.dition with air flow only.
(3) The flame was held in the low-velocity region(3) The flame was held in the low-velocity region

around the step in the intensive-combustion mode,around the step in the intensive-combustion mode,
especially near the cowl. Then, the flame couldespecially near the cowl. Then, the flame could

be held without the plasma ignitors.be held without the plasma ignitors.
(4) Tangential injection with the fuel flow rates(4) Tangential injection with the fuel flow rates

employed here was not suitable for the presentemployed here was not suitable for the present
engine configuration or for the present engine op-engine configuration or for the present engine op-

erating conditions.erating conditions.
(5) In the inlet, gradual transition from the start to(5) In the inlet, gradual transition from the start to

the unstart condition was not observed. Unstartthe unstart condition was not observed. Unstart
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seemed to begin with growth of the low-velocityseemed to begin with growth of the low-velocity
region around the cowl. Re-start from the unstartregion around the cowl. Re-start from the unstart

condition was observed when the fuel flow ratecondition was observed when the fuel flow rate
was reduced.was reduced.
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